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Who produces a global AI? Who researches, designs, builds, trains,
evaluates, and sells the models that are being deployed across the
planet? An internationally diverse network of actors contributes
to the technologies known as AI, including the "ghost" laborers
who extract the material resources for energy and hardware[7],
the barely-wage earners who label and label and label[5]; and the
non-wage earning “users” whose labor has been classified by AI
companies not as creation, but consumption[10]. In the spotlight
are the AI researchers. Typically highly-paid corporate employees
or scholars with high-earning potential, AI researchers have an
out-sized voice in determining the trajectory of this technology,
a voice which they project through publications and conference
proceedings. Over and over again, this community has been interro-
gated for its lack of diversity in race, gender, country, and age. As a
result, affinity groups have proliferated; conferences have adopted
anti-bias policies, and volunteers have worked tirelessly to expand
training opportunities for groups who have historically faced dis-
crimination in computing communities. Yet a major component of
diversity remains unaddressed, one which we argue helps uphold
extractive and unbalanced nature of this powerful industry. To be
an AI researcher in this global community, one must write and
speak in English.

The top 100 ranked computer science proceedings and journals
are published in English[1]. Despite their locations all over the
world, in many countries in which English is not a primary lan-
guage spoken, conference proceedings are officially held English.
Even scholars who invest considerable time and expense into learn-
ing to produce academic English may face rejection in peer review.
In fact, mining the historical reviews from the past six years of
ICLR proceedings demonstrates that thousands of reviews over
the years critique the language of authors either explicitly ("The
paper is full of English mistakes.") or implicitly ("There are numer-
ous grammatical errors and poorly-phrased sentences.")[12]. The
ramifications of this monolingual research industry are wide: from
heavily uneven linguistic output and poor attention to issues in
so-called “low-resource” languages [4, 11], to limitations in global
education and hiring[8], to a de facto tax for scholars who must
pay for pre-submission copy-editing[2, 3].

What does a researcher do when they believe their work may be
rejected based on reviewer perceptions of academic English? First,
some will choose not submit work and simply not participate in the
research community. Second, some will submit their work, but pay
someone to translate or “professionalize” their writing. This process
is expensive and requires extra time, which in such a fast-moving
field puts such scholars at a competitive disadvantage.

As such, the increasing availability of automaticwriting-assistance
and translation software has been celebrated as a boon for inclu-
sion, allowing scholars who might otherwise be excluded from
monolingual publishing to instantly translate their writing prior to

submission for peer review. Many scholars use ChatGPT to “fix"
their writing for publication. However, we regard this phenomenon
not as a solution for inclusion, but a symptom of linguistic exclu-
sion. Authors should have the right to describe their findings in
the language of their choice, without the mediation of translation.
In preliminary interviews for a future study, multilingual ICLR
scholars indicated that they feel that they have different personali-
ties when they express themselves in one language over another.
Translation is also never one-to-one, so by only publishing in one
language, the community loses out on the vast diversity of other
ways of knowing which might be represented. Furthermore, pro-
ducing research in a single language also alienates readers in other
languages. Widespread translation to English will drive our field
away from, instead of toward, an inclusive global community.

Without intervention, two possibilities loom on the horizon. The
AI publishing community will continue to exclude the majority
of the world’s language groups and therefore people, and only
the limited people in the world who receive long-term English
training will participate. Alternatively, current publishing infras-
tructure will demand the increased assimilation to English-only
education and publishing. Computing training will be paired with
English-language training, pushing English around the globe as a
requirement for high-paid employment and intellectual contribu-
tion to technology research. Neither of these are tolerable futures
for a truly global research community. So, where can we go from
here?

First, conferences should be administered in the language(s) of
the country in which they are held. Organizers should hire trans-
lation services, and encourage scholars who speak English and
other languages to present in their other languages, un-hiding the
linguistic diversity of the existing computing community.

Second, we should include explicit instructions to peer review-
ers to not adjudicate the language "appropriateness" of the papers
they review[6]; instead, editors should explore other options for
publishing multilingual scholarship, such as offering scholars the
opportunity to share their work in multiple languages. English-
speakers should share any cost burden of translation, instead of
placing it entirely on those who do not speak English. Publica-
tions and conferences must set aside funds for translation services-
not just into English, but from English. Publication infrastructure,
such as OpenReview, should also include space for submissions of
translations.

Finally, it is imperative that the burden of change not be upon
people who are linguistically marginalized in publishing: everyone
in this global community should be working toward learning to
tolerate and embrace linguistic diversity. Graduate students should
be encouraged, if not required, to take language courses[9]. If we
truly aspire to have a global AI community, we must challenge the
hegemony of English in computing.
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